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Abstract

Using the experimental method of polarized neutron reflectometry through
the REMUR spectrometer at the IBR-2 reactor in JINR, and combined
with simulations of different nominal structures using matlab we study the
correlation between experimental and theoretical data regarding certain
phenomena associated with heterostructures containing superconducting
and ferromagnetic layers (S-F Layers) and examine the dependency of the
reflectivity of the neutron beam on different aspects of the structure.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Supeconductors and Ferromagnets

Superconductivity and ferromagnetism are generally two non correlated electro-

magnetic phenomena, superconductivity is when at a certain critical tempera-

ture a material’s electrical resistance vanishes and magnetic flux are expelled.

Superconductivity is a very widely studied phenomenon in condensed matter

physics both on the scale of theoretical research and industrial applications.

Meanwhile, ferromagnetism is the alignment of the magnetic moments of a ma-

terial’s unpaired electrons producing a net magnetic moment for the material.

ferromagnetism is the reason for existence of so-called permanent magnets that

we see and use in everyday life as refrigerator magnet.

1.2 Interplay between the two phenomena and proximity

effect

One of the first noticed apparent interplays between the two phenomena ap-

peared in the study of change of magnetic states of layered heterostructures

at different temperatures for example Pd(2 nm)/V(36.5 nm)/17[Fe(1 ML)/V(1

ML)]/10[Fe(4.7 nm)/V(4.7 nm)/MgO, where a decrease in magnetization is no-

ticed below the critical temperature of vanadium [1]. Others structures have

been investigated as V(39 nm)/20 [V(3 nm)/Fe(3 nm)] across a range of tem-

perature where a change in magnetic states both across the plane of the structure

and along its depth has been observed [2].

This change in magnetization is predominantly due to the proximity effect.

As electrons in a superconductors are arranged differently than in normal metal

below critical temperature through their pairing as cooper pairs and because of

the non locality of the electrons and the transparency of the wave function at
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the boundary between two layers of a superconductors and an ordinary metal

cooper pairs can occur between electrons of the layers causing magnetization

of the domain structure and demagnetization of the cluster system, with the

total magnetic moment of the structure tending to zero [4]. There is also other

phenomena that emerge due to this interplay in the study of phase transitions

and magnetic behavior as triplet superconductivity, spontaneous vortex phase,

inverse proximity effect and ferromagnetism [11].

1.3 Polarized neutron reflectometry and investigation meth-

ods

Historically, polarized neutrons were used in the study of the magnetic proper-

ties of ferromagnets by neutron depolarization method where the polarization

of the transmitted neutron beam through the sample was measured. currently

neutron reflectometry is used on a larger scale for different investigations as

magnetic excitations in ferromagnets, structures of magnetic materials, and in-

vestigation of solid body surfaces.

Fundamentally, the theory behind neutron reflectometry is the scattering of

scalar quantum particle with the potential function as the interaction poten-

tial between neutrons in the neutron beam and the materials constituting the

sample.

The apparatus structure is essentially a reactor (source of neutrons), a po-

larizer(magnetic supermirrors, transmission through polarized gas as He, or

transmission through magnetized films), a spin flipper (space varying magnetic

field that is constant in time, a combination of radio frequency and constant

fields), the sample, another spin flipper followed by a polarization analyzer, and

finally a detector.

The detector involves two parts which are secondary radiation channels
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which registers secondary radiation from the sample (charged particles, gamma

quanta, and fission fragments, spin flip neutrons,and scattered neutrons by the

nuclei) and we use this detection part for determination of nuclear profile for ex-

ample the nuclear profile of Gd layer in Nb(15nm)/V(70nm)/Gd(3,6,12nm)/Nb(100nm)//Al2O3.

The second part is the polarized neutrons which we use to study the magnetic

profile of the ferromagnetic and superconducting layer.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data used and modelling

In this examination of the studied phenomenon both experimental, and theo-

retical data were used. Experimental data from the REMUR spectrometer at

the IBR-2 reactor in JINR, and theoretical modelling was done computationally

through a simulation Matlab program developed by Mr. Vladimir Zhaketov for

modelling of different outputs as reflectivity, transmission, and spin asymme-

try given certain input parameters as the magnetization of different layers, the

thickness of each layer, interaction potential of each layer, and the magnetic

field.

As it is also insightful to examine the behaviour of x-rays as compared to

neutrons, and x-ray spectrometer simulator was used which included a built

in database for different materials which was used to form a sample of layers/

superlattices.

2.2 Fitting of experimental data

Using data on the reflectivity of the plus and minus polarized neutrons collected

by the REMUR spectrometer at two different temepratures (1.5K, 12K) for the

nominal structure Al2O3 / Nb(100nm) / Gd(3nm) / V(70nm) / Nb(15nm) ,
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about 700 points of data on neutrons were collected on a wavelength range

between 0.5-22 angstrom corresponding to which reflectivity of the plus and

minus beams were calculated (normalized by the Maxwell distribution of empty

beam), then we calculated the spin asymmetry using the formula

SA =
R+ −R−

R+ +R−

Where SA is the spin asymmetry, R+ is the reflectivity of the plus neutrons, R−

is the reflectivity of the minus neutrons. Then we obtained the reflectivity for

the neutrons using the simulation program at different parameter in attempt to

obtain the best possible fit between theory and experiment. Since the critical

temperature of Vanadium is 5.45K, a magnetization of 0 for the Vd layer was

used, but as we predict magnetization for the part of Vanadium layer close to Gd

below the critical temperature, we used a magnetization of 200 for the section

of the layer close to Gd (10 nm of the 70 nm) in attempt to improve the fit, and

following are the results:
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(a) T = 12K

(b) T = 1.5K

Figure 1: Experimental and Theoretical spin asymmetry at 1.5K and 12K

As apparent, both theory and experiment tend to agree in peeks and dips

throughout the plot, and we also notice large variation in the spin asymmetry

at the end part of the experimental plot which is due to the small numbers of

the neutrons at this range of wavelength (above 10 angstrom).

2.3 Dependence of reflectivity on grazing angle of neutron

beam

In this part we examine through simulation how different grazing angles for the

beam affects the reflectivity of the neutrons, for this part we use a sample of
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Al2O3 / Nb(100nm) / Gd(3nm) / V(70nm) / Nb(15nm) with 0 magnetization

for all layers (so we expect the graph of plus and minus neutrons to be almost

identical due to the absence of magnetization), and we compare reflectivity at

3 grazing angles θ = 3, 6, 12 mrad for that we following curves:

(a) θ = 3 mrad

(b) θ = 9 mrad

(c) θ = 12 mrad

Figure 2: reflectivity at grazing angles θ = 3, 6, 12 mrad

From that we observe the following within the this range of angles:

1- The peak of the graph shifts towards larger wavelength as we increase the

grazing angle.

2-The amplitude of reflectivity tends to decrease as we increase the angle.

3- The red and black curves (plus and minus neutrons ) are almost exactly

alligned, which as we predicted is attributed to the absence of magnetization.
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2.4 Dependence of reflectivity on Magnetization of ferro-

magnetic layer

In modelling of the magnetization of Gd (Ferromagnetic layer) there is multiple

parameters that we need to consider as the collinearity of the magnetization,

and its magnitude for that we examined 6 cases 3 of which we had Mx =

My = 0 and Mz = (100, 1000, 10000) (Collinear Magnetization) and 3 others we

added a constant Mz = 1000, My = 0, and Mx = (100, 500, 100) (Non-collinear

Magnetization). In this case the magnitude of the grazing angle is fixed at θ = 6

mrad for the sample Al2O3 / Nb(100nm) / Gd(3nm) / V(70nm) / Nb(15nm).

For the collinear case we got the following plots for reflectivity:

(a) (Mx,My,Mz) = (0, 0, 100) (b) (Mx,My,Mz) = (0, 0, 1000)

(c) (Mx,My,Mz) = (0, 0, 10000)

Figure 3: Collinear magnetization

For the non-collinear case we got the following plots for reflectivity:
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(a) (Mx,My,Mz) = (100, 0, 1000) (b) (Mx,My,Mz) = (500, 0, 1000)

(c) (Mx,My,Mz) =
(1000, 0, 1000)

Figure 4: Non-collinear magnetization

From the plots we observe the following:

1- The difference between black and red curves (plus and minus neutrons) be-

comes more prominent and apparent as the strength of magnetization increases,

which is justifiable as the two neutron kinds differ by a magnetic property.

2- The dips and peeks in reflectivity almost coincide for different magneti-

zation (occur at the same wavelengths), unlike the previous case for different

grazing angles

3- Reflectivity tends to approach 1 for the larger wavelengths

2.5 Dependence of reflectivity on thickness of ferromag-

netic layer

This analysis is rather straight forward, we vary the thickness of Gd layer in

the same sample as previous section at the same grazing angle in the absence of

any form of magnetization we do this for thickness 3,6, and 12 nm and observe

how reflectivity is influenced. However we measure the reflectivity for both the

neutrons (plus and minus) and a simulated X-ray spectrometer for the same

sample.
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For the neutrons we get the following plots:

(a) Gd = 3nm

(b) Gd = 6nm

(c) Gd = 12nm)

Figure 5: Neutron reflectivity at different thicknesses of Gd layer

and for X-ray reflectivity we get the following plots:
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(a) Gd = 3nm

(b) Gd = 6nm

(c) Gd = 12nm)

Figure 6: X-ray reflectivity at different thicknesses of Gd layer

From the plots we observe:

1- For X-ray, reflictivity tends to decrease with increase of incidence an-

gle, in agreement with the formula Q = 4πθ
λ for small θ where reflectivity is

proportional to 1
Q4

2-For neutrons, increasing thickness tends to lower the peaks of the reflec-

tivity (amplitude of the peak between 5-6 angstroms decreases as thickness

increase)
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2.6 Reflectivity at different ferromagnets

In this section we investigate how the interaction potential between neutrons/X-

rays and ferromagnetic layer affects the reflectivity by changing the the ferro-

magnet Gd,Fe,Co,Ni,Dy each of which has different scattering length density

(resembles the interaction potential) all of which were in the sample Al2O3 /

Nb(100nm) / X(3nm) / V(70nm) / Nb(15nm), where X is the ferromagnet, the

grazing angle is fixed at 6 mrad and no magnetization.

The following are the reflectivity plots for neutrons:

(a) Gd (b) Fe

(c) Co (d) Ni

(e) Dy

Figure 7: Neutron reflectivity at different ferromagnetic layers

For X-ray we obtained the following plots:
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(a) Gd

(b) Fe

(c) Co

(d) Ni

(e) Dy

Figure 8: X-ray reflectivity at different ferromagnetic layers
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We notice the similarity between (Fe-Ni-Co) in both reflictivities as they

are neighbors in the periodic table, We also notice how reflectivity approaches

1 for wavelengths > 5 angstrom except for Gd which could be attributed to a

characteristic of Gd as a certain absorption energy.

2.7 Reflectivity of superlattices

Superlattices are formed by repeating of the S-F layer (superconductor-ferromagnet)

multiple times for example Al2O3 / [Nb(25nm) / Gd(3nm)] x10 / Nb(15nm)

where effects in superlattices tend to be more prominent compared to normal

lattices so its insightful to examine the reflectivities for the case of super lat-

tices. We used the superlattice Al2O3 / [Nb(25nm) / Gd(3nm)] / Nb(15nm)

where [Nb(25nm) / Gd(3nm)] is repeated 10,20,30 times. Following are plots

for neutron reflictivities:

(a) Nb-Gd=10x

(b) Nb-Gd=20x

(c) Nb-Gd=30x

Figure 9: Neutron reflectivity at 10x,20x,30x supperlattice
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Notice how the spikes (peaks) near wavelengths 1.1, 1.5, 2.9 angstrom are

increased in the neutron reflectivity plots as we gradually increase the repetition

of Nb-Gd layer from 10x to 20x to 30x, this is an example of how superlattices

show effects and anomalies better. For the case of X-ray we get the following

plots:

(a) Nb-Gd=10x

(b) Nb-Gd=20x

(c) Nb-Gd=30x

Figure 10: X-ray reflectivity at 10x,20x,30x supperlattice

Notice how the graph in the case of X-ray becomes more refined and smooth

as we increase repetition of Nb-Gd layer, we clearly observe that the curve at

10x is much more ”granular” and patchy as compared to the 30x graph.
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Also to make effects more apparent we plot the reflectivity of x-ray, and plot

as linearized graph.

(a) Nb-Gd=10x

(b) Nb-Gd=20x

(c) Nb-Gd=30x

Figure 11: X-ray reflectivity (as Y-axis,linear) at 10x,20x,30x supperlattice

Notice how the bragg peaks become more apparent in this plot, and as we

increase the number of repitition of Nb-Gd layer.
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2.8 Effect of roughness of ferromagnetic layer on reflec-

tivity

In this section we only use X-ray simulation, and we investigate how changing

the roughness of Gd layer between 0,1,2,3 nm in the sample Al2O3 / [Nb(25nm)

/ Gd(3nm)] x20 / Nb(15nm) affects the reflectivity curve. Following are plots

of the X-ray reflectivities at different roughness:

(a) roughness=0

(b) roughness=1

(c) roughness=2

(d) roughness=3

Figure 12: X-ray reflectivity at different roughness of Gd layer
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2.9 Ferromagnetic layers of helicoidal magnetization

For the last simulation we used the matlab program simulating the neutron

reflectivity to examine the super lattice of the nominal structure Al2O3 /

Nb(100nm) / Dy(3nm) / V(70nm) / Nb(15nm) setting the values of the mag-

netization Dy layer to form a helicoid. This was done by splitting the 3nm layer

into 20 0.15nm sublayers whose z and x components of magnetization form a

helical structure of for constant magnitude M where each layer i had Mx and

Mz given by Mx(i) = MCos(θ(i)) , Mz(i) = MSin(θ(i)) where θ(i) is the angle

the magnetization vector M(i) of the ith layer makes with the x- axis. We did

this for two magnitudes of M (100,100000) and the results were as follows:

(a) M=100

(b) M=100000

Figure 13: Helicoidal magnetization of magnitude M of Gd layer

We notice how the separation between plus and minus beams become more

apparent for the larger magnetization magnitude.
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3 Conclusion

In summary, neutron reflectometry is a powerful method to study multiple as-

pects of the behavior of superconductors and ferromagnets in a given nominal

structure where measuring reflectivity throughout different parameters as tem-

perature, layers’ thickness, grazing angle of the neutrons, interaction potential,

magnetization, superlattices, and roughness gave us insight as to how these pa-

rameters affect the reflection of the polarized neutrons where several effects as

the change in magnetization below critical temperature of the super conductor

is observed by fitting of experimental and theoretical data in agreement with the

proximity effect, how superlattices make effects more prominent, the behaviour

of different ferromagnets in the sample , etc.
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